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Amazon SimpleDB Developer GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	SimpleDB is a highly scalable, simple-to-use, and inexpensive database in the cloud from Amazon Web Services. But in order to use SimpleDB, you really have to change your mindset. This isn't a traditional relational database; in fact it's not relational at all. For developers who have experience working with relational databases, this...
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Teach Yourself SQL in 21 Days (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1997
Late one Friday afternoon your boss comes into your undersized cubicle and drops a new project on your desk. This project looks just like the others you have been working on except it includes ties to several databases. Recently your company decided to move away from homegrown, flat-file data and is now using a relational database. You have seen...
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Access Data Analysis CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
If you have large quantities of data in a Microsoft Access database, and need to study that data in depth, this book is a data cruncher's dream. Access Data Analysis Cookbook offers practical recipes to solve a variety of common problems that users have with extracting Access data and performing calculations on it. Each recipe includes a...
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DWR Java AJAX ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2008
AJAX enables a rich desktop-like user interface in the browser and enables interactive interfaces that can even replace traditional user interfaces. Communication between browser and server is done in the background and because only the data is transferred between the browser and the server, AJAX applications seem to be, and are actually, fast and...
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Advanced SQL: 1999 - Understanding Object-Relational and Other Advanced FeaturesMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Advanced SQL:1999 - Understanding Object-Relational and Other Advanced Features is the practitioner's handbook to the standard's advanced features. It is not a re-presentation of the standard, but rather an authoritative, in-depth guide to its practical application. Like its companion, SQL:1999 - Understanding Relational Language...
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Adaptive Query Processing (Foundations and Trends(R) in Databases)Now Publishers, 2007
Adaptive Query Processing surveys the fundamental issues, techniques, costs, and benefits of adaptive query processing. It begins with a broad overview of the field, identifying the dimensions of adaptive techniques. It then looks at the spectrum of approaches available to adapt query execution at runtime - primarily in a non-streaming context. The...
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SQL DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects

SQL  Demystified explains how to use SQL (Structured Query Language)--the ubiquitous programming language for databases. Readers will learn to create database objects, add and retrieve data from a database, and modify...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-561): Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 ADO.NET Application Development (Self-Paced Training Kits)Microsoft Press, 2009
This training kit  is designed for developers who plan to take Microsoft Certified Technical  Specialist (MCTS) exam 70-561, as well as for developers who need to know how to  create data-driven applications using the ADO.NET and Microsoft .NET Framework  3.5. We assume that before...
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Learning SPARQLO'Reilly, 2011

	More and more people are using the query language SPARQL (pronounced “sparkle”) to pull data from a growing collection of public and private data. Whether this data is part of a semantic web project or an integration of two inventory databases on different platforms behind the same firewall, SPARQL is making it easier to access...
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MERN Quick Start Guide: Build web applications with MongoDB, Express.js, React, and NodePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build web applications with MongoDB, ExpressJS, React, and Node

	
		Key Features

		
			Build applications with the MERN stack
	
			Work with each component of the MERN stack
	
			Become confident with MERN and ready for more!


	
		Book Description

	...
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Selected Readings on Database Technologies and Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Education and research in the field of database technology can prove problematic without the proper resources and tools on the most relevant issues, trends, and advancements.
Selected Readings on Database Technologies and Applications supplements course instruction and student research with quality chapters focused on key...
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E-Librarian Service: User-Friendly Semantic Search in Digital Libraries (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2011

	The key to understanding the breathtaking development of mankind lies in the ability to objectify knowledge. Just like human knowledge has undergone changes, so have the libraries in their role as treasure chambers of said knowledge. With the advent of the digital age, traditional libraries were complemented by huge collections of digital...
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